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I will examine in this paper the so-called Aktionsart of
German verbs from which nominal compounds can be derived.
The Aktionsart of German verbs in my paper is divided into
four distinctive groups, i.e. Mktion, Aktivitat, Prate° and
Zustand.
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 There are, however, numerous nominal compounds which
are composed of a basic determinant and determinate nouns.
First I will introduce some theoretical problems concerning
the treatment of noun-noun compounds, and then on the basis
of my research on German noun-noun compounds (1981), I will
develop my awn theory handling some derivational constraints
on -er word formations in German as examples.
1.
In order to describe the meaning of such noun-noun compounds,
the transformationalists like Lees (1966), Motech (1970),
MUrschner (1973), Levi (1978), etc. assumed certain underlying
structures which should stand in a paraphrase relationship
with noun-noun compounds. The abstract verbs in the underlying
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structures are deleted during the derivation of noun-noun
compounds. The following noun-noun compounds are examples
from Levi (1978):
(1) tear gas, disease germ, concussion force, ... (CAUSE)
(N 2 which causes N1)
(2) hand brake, radio communication, shock treatment, ... (USE)
(N 2 which is used by N1)
(3) boiler shop, arms budget, sanitation engineer, ... (FOR)
(N 2 which is for N 1 )
For noun-noun compounds, as in (1), Levi assumed abstract
verbs like CAUSE, USE, FOR, ect. Sentence structures corres-
ponding to these compounds include gas which causes tear,
germ which causes disease, brake which is used by hand, commu-
nication which is used b radio, shop which is for boilers, etc.
Motsch (1970) sug g ested also a similar method for treating
German noun-noun compounds. The following German examples
can be treated exactly like the English examples cited above,
which are transformationally derived from underlying structures:
(2)(a) Metaltisch, Glasscheibe, HolztOr, ... (BESTEHEN AUS)
(N 2 besteht aus N1)1
(b) Dampfschiff, Pferdewagen, WindmOhle, 	 (TREIBEPJ,
BEWEGEN)(N i bewegt N 2 ) oder (N 1 treibt N2)
(c) Fischfrau, Geldbote, Zeitungsjunge,	 (VERKAUFEN,
BRINGEN)(N 2 verkauft N 1 ) oder (N2 bringt N1)
(d) Bienenhonig, Computerlyrik, Ziegenmilch, ... (PRO-
DUZIEREN)(N 1
 produziert N 2 )
(e) Wiesenblume, Feldstein, AlmhUtte, 	 (SICH BEFINDEN)
(N 2 befindet rich auf/in N 1 )
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Therefore Metaltisch is interpreted as sin Tisch, der aus 
Metal besteht, Dampfschiff as sin Schiff, das mit Dampf ge-
trieben wird, Fischfrau as sine Frau, die Fisch verkauft,
Ziegenmilch as Milch, die die Ziegen produzieren, Wiesenblume 
as eine Blume, die sich auf der Wiese befindet etc.
The transformational derivation of noun-noun compounds from
underlying sentence structures is however in several respects
inadquate. According to Downing (1979) and Dowty (1979)
there remain theoretical problems such as:
1. There is no limit defining all and only the necessary
abstract verbs for all possible or even for existing
noun-noun compounds.
2. "There is no specification of just what the meaning.of
CAUSE, USE, FOR, etc. are supposed to be."
3. Abstract verbs for noun-noun compounds are sometimes
established in an arbitrary way. For instance, the
underlying abstract verb for headache pills and ferti-
lity pills might be posited as FOR; however, fertility 
pills are for enhancing fertility, while headache pills 
are for curing a headache.
4. There are above all things critical semantic problems
concerning the variables and quantifications of deter-
minate and determinant words. For instance, is dru 
death "death caused by a (certain) drug" or "death
caused by any drug"?
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In order to overcome such difficulties, Dowty and Downing
took the view that potentially any semantic relationship can
be given determinant and determinate wards if it is appro-
priately classificatory in view of pragmatic and cultural
correlates". The following formalization far the descri-
bing of the meaning of noun-noun compounds is from Dowty (1979):
(3)	 Xx VP[Pix/ n VR appropriately-classificatory' (R) A
A y [Pixi ---+Ep'( y ) A t yp i cally ' ("V z ree-( z ) A
R(y,z)j).1B
The semantic content of (3) is: "a novel compound 43 denotes
some set [...] such that all members of this set are p is and
are typically associated by some appropriately classificatory
relation to an oC ..." (Dowty 1979: 319)
Dowty, however, left in the above formalization the very
important problem concerning the denotations of 4 and (43
unsolved. Let us try to find out what are the exact denotations
of determinant and determinate words. Look at the following
examples (Shin 1981:725):
(4)(a) der Bleistift, der auf dem Tisch liegt,
(b) der Bleistift auf dem Tisch
(c)*Tischbleistift
(5)(a) des Mbdchen, des die Mappe hat, ...
(b) des Madchen mit der Mappe
(c)*Mappenm8dchen
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( (6)(a) das Auto, das vor dem Haus steht,
(b) das Auto vor dem Haus
(cY*Hausauto
It is assumed that there are paraphrase relationships
between (a)-sentences and (W .-nominal phrases. However, if
we derive noun-noun compounds from the sentences and the
nominal phrases in (a) and (b), we get only ungrammatical
compounds as shown in (c). The determinant words, Tisch,
Mappe and Haus, in the noun-noun compounds, should have gene-
ric readings, even if they were grammatical, while they have
only existential readings in the relative clauses and the
attributive nominal phrases. Look at the following examples:
(7)(a) Der Heuwagen wurde niedergebrandt.
(b) Der Wagen mit Heu wurde niedergebrandt.
(8)(a) Der Werkleiter wurde ausgekOndigt.
(b) Der Leiter des Werkes wurde ausgekUndigt.
(8)(a) Der TUrschlUssel ist verloren.
(b) Der SchlOssel fUr die TOr ist verloren.
There is no way to modify the determinant words Heu, Werk,
and TUr in Heuwagen, Werkleiter, and TOrschlOssel with definite
descriptions and quantifier words. The attributive nominal
phrases corresponding to the determinant words Heu, Werk, and
TUr can be however, easily modified without any problem with
definite desriptions or quantifier words as shown in (9)(a)-(c)
(Shin 1981:72k):
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(d) Meine Tasche fur
e
diese
1
 manche
vile
Sucher 1st zu klein.
• 0
(9)(a) Der Wagen mit	 ' vie].	 lieu wurde niedergebrandt.
wenig
• • •
(b) Der/die Leiter
	 des
jedes
mancher
einiger
• • • J
Werkes/Werke wurde(n)
ausgekUndigt.
)
(c) Der/die SchlOssel fur	 diese	 Tilr/TUren ist/sind
jede	 verloren.
manche
viele
• • 0
Shin's analysis of the German noun-noun compounds (1981)
shows that the first constituents of compounds (i.e. determi-
nant words) always generic readings and denote some special
types of entities which are like G. Carlson's sets of kind-
level individuals. It was suggested in Shin (1981) that the
German noun-noun compounds should be semantically described as
the following (Shin 1981:727-28):
(10)
	 Xxa I4Nix°} ^ 3CR Vvk 	 p i (y k ) A H(x o ,y k )
CR(y k , /14:)1
A noun-noun compound if denotes some set of object-level indi-
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viduals such that the members of this set are the realizations
of the kind-level individuals of 0 which has some appropriate
compound formation relationships to the intension of 04.
With reference to this, Shin (1981) pointSout: "As Downing
assumed, nominal compounds are like ad-hoc names. However,
they do not simply denote names, but rather denote some kind
names, for instance, Bierolas is a name of a kind of Glas,
Heuwagen is a name of a kind of Wagen, TOrschlUssel is a name
of kind of SchlUssel, Frauengesicht is a name of a kind of
Gesicht, etc." (Shin 1981:728)
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On the basis of my research on German noun-noun compounds
I attempt to describe the meaning of the determinant words
which are derived from verbal objects. Such type of word
formation includes-er and -ung derivations.
The word formation with the suffix -er indicates the so
called Nomina agentis. The Nomina agentis can, however,
have several different meanings depending on context uses.
For instance, Gepacktrd9er is someone who carries luggage as
a profession or we can use this word formation for someone
who carries luggage just once in a certain situation. There-
fore in the case of Gepacktrager we have two different mean-
ings, i.e., an iterative activity performed as a profession
and a simple activity performed in a certain space and time.
Let us try to define what is the semantic content of the
determinant word Gepdck. Is it also the set of entities of
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kind-level individuals which always have generic reading or
is it a set of other level individuals? Look at the follow-
ing examples:
(11)(a) Der Gepdcktrdger tragt das GepHck nicht.
(b) Derjenige/jemand/einer, der (berufsmdBig/beruflich/
von 8erufs wegen) Gepdck trdgt, tragt das Gepdck
nicht.
(c) Derjenige/jemand/einer, der (gerade/jetzt) das
Gepdck trdgt, tragt des Gepack nicht.
The complex -er word formation Gepacktrager can be paraphrased
with relative clauses in (11)(b) and (c). But it is ungramma-
tical to use the Gepdcktrdger in the context of (11)(c).
(11)(b) means someone who carries luggage as a profession
doesn't carry the luggage. This sentence is grammatical.
(11)(c) means, on the other hand, someone who carries the luggage
doesn't carry that luggage, which is logically contradictory.
The habitual activity and the situative activity indicated in
the meaning of Gepacktrkger are mutually exclusive. Only the
meaning of habitual activity of Gepdcktrager is acceptable in
(11)(a) which corresponds roughly to the meaning of (11)(b).
An interesting phenomenon is that the determinant word Gepdck 
in Gepdcktra9er is given as a mass noun in the relative clause
of (11)(b), whereas it is Given as a definite description in
the relative clause of (11)(c). Look at another examples:
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(12)(a) Der Krankenpfleger pflegt den Kranken nicht.
(b) Derjeniqe/jemandie in e r , der (berufsmaBigiberuflichi
von Berufs wegen) die Kranken pflegt, pflegt die
Kranken nicht.
(c) *berjenige/jemand/einer, der (gerade/jetzt)) den
Kranken pflegt, pflegt den Kranken nicht.
The ungrammaticality can be explained in the same manner as
in the case of (11)(c). The sentences given in (12)(a) and
(b) stand in a paraphrase relationship to each other and the
determinant word Kranken in Krankenpfleger is given as a inde-
finite plural in the relative clause of (12)(b) whereas it is
given again as a definite description in the relative clause
of (12)(c), which is ungrammatical. I assume that the definite
description for nominals in the relative clauses has to do
with an existential readin g and it cannot stand for the deter-
minant word of complex -er word formations. Only mass nouns,
bare plurals or some abstract nouns (these I will treat in
my future work) seem semantically related to the determinant
words of -er word formations and these nouns constitute the
kind nouns.
In addition to the activity performed as a profession, there
are various activities indicated in the meaning of complex -er
word formations. Look at the following examples:
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(13)(a) Der Zigarettenraucher raucht die Zigarette nicht.
(b) Derjenige/jemand/einer, der (gewbhnlich/gewohn-
heitsmaeig) Zioarettenraucht, raucht die Zigarette
nicht.
(c) Derjenige/jemand/einer, der (gerade/jetzt) die
Zigarette raucht, raucht die Zigarette nicht.
The meaning of Zigarettenraucher isambiguous. It means some-
one who smokes cigarettes habitually, but it also means someone
who smokes a cigarette just once at a special time and place.
Only the meaning of habitual activity indicated in Zigaretten-
Faucher, however, is acceptable in (13)(a), which corresponds
to the meaning of the relative clause in (13)(b). The meaning
of a situational activity in Zigarettenraucher which is descri-
bed with the relative clause in (13)(c) is incompatible with
the Zigarettenraucher in (13)(a) because it means someone who
just smokes the cigarette doesn't smoke the cigarette and it
is therefore logically contradictory. The determinant word
Zigaretten in Zigarettenraucher is given as a bare plural in
the relative clause in (13)(b). I take one more example con-
cerning the habitual activity indicated in the meaning of
complex .'er word formations:
(14)(a) Der Briefmarkensammler sammelt die Briefmarken
nicht.
(b) Derjenige/jemand/einer, der (als Hobby) Brief-
marken sammelt, sammelt die Briefmarken nicht.
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(c) *Uerjenige/jemand/einer, der (gerade/jetzt) die
Briefmarken sammelt, sammelt die Briefmarken nicht.
As in the cases of Gepacktrdger. and Ziare, Brief-
markensammler is also ambiguous. It means someone who collects
stamps as a hobby, or someone who collect stamps just once in
a special time and space; i.e., it may signify situational
activity and habitual activity at the same time. The meaning
of a situational activity indicated in the Briefmarkensammler 
which corresponds to the relative clause in (14)(c) is not
correct for the Briefmarkensammler in (14)(a) because it incurs
the logical contradiction that someone who collects the stamps
doesn't collect them. Again the determinant word Briefmarken 
in Briefmarkensammler is given as a bare plural in the relative
clause of (14)(b), whereas it is given as a definite descrip-
tion in the relative clause of (14)(c).
We can also find numerous Simplizia, i.e., simple word for-
mations with the suffix -er which are derived from basic in-
transitive verbs and which show the meaning ambiguity concern-
ing activities performed as a profession, as a hobby and as a
habit, on the one hand, and activities performed just once in
a special time and space, on the other.
Look at the following examples:
(15)(a) Der Fahrer fdhrt nicht.
(b) Derjenige/jemand/einer, der (beruflich/berufsmaBi /
von Li erufs wegen) fahrt, fahrt nicht.
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(c) 4Derjenige/jemand/einer, der (gerade/jetzt)
fahrt, fahrt nicht.
(16)(a) Der Traumer traumt nicht.
(b) Derjenige/jemand/einer, der (gewOhnlich/
gewohnheitsmaBig) trHumt, traumt nicht.
(c) 4Derjenige/jemand/einer, der (gerade/jetzt)
traumt, traumt nicht.
(17)(a) Der Ang(e)ler angelt nicht.
(b) Derjenige/jemand/einer, der (als Hobby) angelt,
angelt nicht.
Cc) 41berjenige/jemand/einer, der (gerade/jetzt)
angelt, angelt nicht.
The meaning of Fahrer in (15)(a) is ambiguous and it can
be described either with the relative clause in (15)(b)
or with the relative clause in (15)(c). (15)(b) is gramma-
tical because its meaning doesn't make any logical con-
tradiction: someone who drives as a profession might not
drive for a while. However, the meaning of (15)(c) re-
veals a logical contradiction: the expression that someone
who drives doesn't drive is semantically unacceptable.
The ungrammaticality of (16)(c) and (17)(c) can be explained
in a similer way.
By way of summarizing the activities indicated in the
meaning of -er word formations, the following two cate-
gories can be given along with their examples:
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(18) A. 1. an iterative activity performed as a profession:
Besenbinder, Buchbinder, FaBbinder,
Fleischbeschauer, Leichenbeschauer, Trichinen-
beschauer, Totenbeschauer,
Handschriftdeuter, Textdeuter, Traumdeuter,
Banknotenfalscher, PaBfalscher, Urkundenfalscher,
Kaminfeger, Schornsteinfeger, StraBenfeger,
Briefmarkenhandler, Buchhandler, Mdbelhandler,
FeldhOter, ForsthUter, WildhUter,
Deutschlehrer, Klavierlehrer, Sportlehrer, • • •
Brillenmacher, BUrstenmacher, Sargmacher, Schirm-
macher, Teppichmacher, Taschenmacher, Si •
Krankenpfleger, Tierpfleger, •• •
Fensterputzer, Laternputzer, Schuhputzer,
BuchprOfer, GUteprUfer, 6teuerprUfer,
Brieftrager, Gepticktr g ger, Fahnentrager,
Bergverwalter, Forstverwalter, Konkursverwalter,
Lagerverwalter, Vermligensverwalter,
BienenzOchter, BlumenzUchter, FischzUchter,
GeflUgelszUchter, F ferdezOchter, ViehzUchter, • •
(complex -er word formations)
Anstreicher, Backer, Drechsler, Dreher, Drucker,
Erzieher, Heger, Henker, Lehrer, haler, Richter,
Schneider, Verteidiger,
Epiker, Glaser, Graphiker, Gutachter, Hefner,
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Kaser, Keramiker,
	 Leitartikler,
Maurer, Nagler, Seiler, Schlosser, Tapfer, Werbe-
texter, Ziegler, • • • ( luer word formations derived
from the abstract verbs)
Actually we can find hundreds or even thousends
such examples of A.1.
2. an iterative activity performed as a habit:
Glasgucker, Fenatergucker, Kartengucker, SchlUssel-
lockgucker,
Opiumraucher, Tabakraucher, Zigarettenraucher,
Weintrinker, Schnapstrinker, Biertrinker, •••
(complex -er word formation)
Mogler, St gnkerer, Stotterer, Tr gumer, Schieler,
(Simplizia)
3. an iterative activity performed as a hobby:
Bergsteiger, Waldldufer, 6 tadtbummler, Schlitt-
schuhl g ufer, Altertumssammler, Antiquitgtensammler,
Autogrammsammler, Briefmarkensammler, lnsekten-
sammier, Pflanzensammler, Volksliedsammler, • • •
Basketballspieler, Golfspieler, Faballspieler, • • •
(complex -er word formations)
Bummler, Geiger, Kegler, Schwimmer, Trompeter,
(Simplizia)
8. Simple activities performed at a special time and
place: all of the examples in the category A can also
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	 belong to this category.
-er
N n-1 /Vnom 
Gepdck 
3.
On the basis of the research on word formations in (11)-
(17), I assume that the determinant words of -er word
formations which are derived from verbal objects indicate
exactly the same type of kind-level individuals as in the
case of the determinant words in noun-noun compounds. Let
us try to derive -er word formations within the framework
of Montague's theory. The GepOcktrager is taken as an
example for derivation.
(19)
Gepdck 
N
The derivation proceeds from the bottom of basic verbs
and their objects which become determinant words in the
surface of complex -er word formation. First we derive the
kind noun GepMck by a lexical rule which converts every
common noun into a kind noun.2
 The kind noun GepMck has a
semantic type of (0,(ek,t),,t> ; i.e., it is a term
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expression. The translation of the kind noun is exactly
like that of the proper noun (Carlson 1977).
In the next step, we derive the expression Gepticktrag;
i.e., the combination of verb-object expression by the
following syntactic and translation rule:3
(SR-1) If 00C 6 P <Ti 4 then(44., ) a	 -1,1 5
where	 115 ( 9 (3
(TR-1) If 0(4 P<T,iP /36B n and 04L translates into
into	 x
n (-6 (x 1' *•• '
, xn ), then F 115 (0C,(3) translates into
x n c/ { A X. x [ f' .( x	 , x1,1e gos 0 doe.	 g ...
000 xn)j)
Finally we need the process of -er word formation, i.e.,
Gepacktrager for which the following word formation rule
could be used:
(SR w -1) If (4.6 E3 om	 ivn- n and pe P vn , then Fw	'15)6Nom 
P Nomn-1 where F	 P) = 15-d-
(TR w-1) If 04:E B Nomn-l Ivn and /e5 e Pin	 and 4 trans-
lates into AP Ir[Pfrf n S{r)] and A translates
into	 , then Fiel (04;,r) translates into A./CAP')
where S indicates a free variable whose semantic
value is dependent on texts.
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We are now in a position to translate the Gepacktrdger 
into intensional logic which looks like the following:
(20) 1 Gepack
2 trag	 A..xy trag'(x,y)	 Xxiyi 3z s thiS
[R(z S ,y i ) A R(ws ,x i ) A trage(ws,zs)])
3. Gepacktrag --+ Xx° A.PPig1( A.y k 3 zs ws [R(zs,yk)
A R(w s ,x°) A trag'(ws,zs)])
Xx°3z 5 A ws [ litz s g) A R(w3,x0) A
trag'(ws,z5)]
4 er ---* XP Xr [ Pir} A s frij
5 Gep g cktr5ger
	
ArLazs aws t: R(z s , g) A R(w s , r) A
trag' (w 5 , z w )	 A Siril
The translation of Gepacktrkger denotes some set of agent
individuals such that a realization stage of agent and a
realization of the kind noun GepMck are related through an
extensional predicate trag'. The suffix -er is considered
to be a function from properties of individuals to a set of
agent individuals. In order to make use of the -er word
formation in a sentence, we need a sort of term formation
rule such as:
(21) a specific reading: A., P a 	 Q,	 q C1D ,40j A Qa1C6)
Qa	 I p a lq3 A clatc63
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a general reading: Ay a 1. Qa q [P a lo	 galqii
a generic reading:	 if 0C, indicates an er word
formation.
On the basis of the term formation rules we can derive
the nominal phrase der Gepacktrager as follows:
(22) 1 der Gepacktrager ---> /IQa Lq[3 z s Bw s ER(z s , g) A
R(w s , ci)
	 trae(ws, z s )] A Sicil A Qaitin
We are able to get the translation of (11)(a) in the same
way that we derived the nominal phrase der Gepacktra9er.
Reducing each step of the derivational process, we get the
following translation for (11)(a):
(22) 2 der Gepdcktr5ger tr512t das GeOck nicht
S	 rto 3z 3w Lti(z S
 , g) p R(w, q ) A trag' (ws , zs)
• • • • • • • • • • • • •
Sfq3 i\ Le [R(z s , y°) A Gepacks(e)
trag t (ws , z s )
• • • • • • • • • • • • • •
The result of the translation for (11)(a) is a logical con-
tradiction which is indicated over the dotted line. It
corresponds to the translation for (11)(c), which also consti-
tutes a logical contradiction. However, if we understand
the meaning of GeOcktrager as someone who carries luggage
as a profession, i.e., someone performing an iterative acti-
vity for a profession, the translation of (11)(a) should not
reveal any logical contradiction. How could we get the trans-
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lation for (11)(a) which doesn't present any logical con-
tradiction and corresponds exactly to the meaning of (11)(b)?
I assume that the translation of GepacktrAger in (11)(a)
denotes some set of agent individuals who perform habitual
activities of Gepack tragen. The habitual activities of
Gepack tragen are composed of each happening event of Gepack
tragen, i.e., each stage of Gepack tragen. Therefore the
translation of Gepack tragen doesn't simply denate a set of
stage-level individuals. Anyone who carries luggage as a
profession must be engaged in performing an iterative acti-
vity of carrying each piece of luggage. In order to derive
habitual readings of Gepack tragen we need instead of trans-
lation in (20) 2 and 3, we need the following translations:
Xy k 3zs(20)
	
trap
	 ?tocs
	 R(z8, y k ) A trag' (x s , z5)3
3' GepOcktrag -4 Xx s X.PPig IC Xyk
 z s
 ER(z a , y k ) A
trae(x s , zs)j)
Ax s 3z s [ fi(z s , g) A tra p ' (x s , z s )
The result of translation in (20) 3' denotes some set of
events or happenings which are considered to be realizations
of some agent individual. For the reading of habitual acti-
vities of Gepack tra9en as a profession I use a special
operator Hab(bituel). For instance, in Hans trOgt Gepack 
berufsmaBig (eg. if Hans carries luggage as a profession)
the individual Hans is engaged in the habitual activities
of Gepack tragen, i.e., the individual Hans has stages con-
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stituting the events of Gepack tra9en and each event of
Gepack tra9en forms the habitual activity of Gepack tragen.
Look at the following translation!
(23) Hans tragt Gepack (berufsmaBigiberuflich/von
Berufs wegen) ---*
XPPihiC A HabOA.x s az s [Fi(z s , g) A trag' (x s , z5).1
- - Hab('Xx53z5[R(z3, g) A trag s (x s , zs)D(h)
The Result of the translation in (23) refers to a habitual
activity of the individual Hans who carries luggage as a
profession. In a similar way, we are now able to derive
Gepticktrager from Gepack tragen as a habitual activity.
Let us modify the translation of (20) 3'as follows:
(20) 3" Geplicktrag	 Hab(qxs z s [ R(z s , g) A
• s	 strag (x , z
4 er	 XPArt Pjr A Sir}]
5' Gepacktrager	 X Pkr[Pr A S fr (HabC/Ixs
z s	 g) A trag' (x s , z 9 )3 ))
Xr [ HabeA.x s Az s [ R(z s , g) A
trag'(x s , z s ),])(r) A	 Strl]
The result of the translation in (17) 5'denotes some set of
agent individuals such that an habitual activity of Gepack 
tragen as a profession is expressed now with a generic opera,
tar and its intensional context; therefore, the logical con-
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tradiction which we saw in the translation in (22) 2 doesn't
arise.
It is intuitively understandable that someone who carries
lug g age as a profession does not always carry it or someone
who collects stamps as a hobby does not collect them for
some time. A cigarette smoker who smokes habitually does
not incessantly smoke in his daily life. Sometimes he is
engaged in other activities: he may eat, work, drive .a car,
sleep, etc. Sometimes he smokes, and sometimes he doesn't;
nevertheless, he is called a smoker. The habitual activity
performed by an agent (expressed by suffix -er) is not a
simple activity performed just once at a special time and
place, but it is an activity performed intermittently. As
it is not specified with ;a special time and place, it is
semantically connected directly with object ► level agents
but not with their stages.
The determinant words of -er word formations might even
be deleted, if their meanings are recoverable in contexts.
For instance, Setzer is understood to mean Schriftsetzer,
Textsetzer, or Letternsetzer. The number of the determinant
.11111••n11.
words such as Schrift, Text or
fore we can figure them out in
many -er word formations which
Lettern is limited and there-
a given context. There are
do not even have determinant
words. Even though the -er word formations such as Backer,
Henker, Lehrer, Maier, Schneider, Verteidiger, etc. do not
have any determinant words, we understand them nevertheless
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and can pick out what kind of determinant words should be
in an appropriate way incorperated into -er word formations.
In most cases, they are, however, strongly demotivated or
lexicalized. So a Backer means someone who not only performs
an activity of Backen (Eg. bake) but also sells bakery wares.
Schneider performs not only the activity of Schneiden (Eg.
cutting) but also the activity of sewing or stiching. With
word formation rules we treat only productive, syntacti-
cally and semantically motivated word formation processes.
Let us now turn to the problems of derivational constraints
on -er word formations which are derived from intransitive
verbs. As indicated already in (15) and (16), the situa-
tional activities incorporated in Fahrer and Traumer prohibit
us from using them in the contexts of ( 15 )( a ), (16)(a), and
(1 7 )(a). Only the habitual activities are compatible with
the meanings of Fahrer and Traumer which could stand in
paraphrase relations with the relative clauses in (15)(0,
(16)(b), and (17)(b). The derivational Process for this
type of word formation is simpler than that for complex -er
word formations. Look at the following syntactic derivation
of Fahrer:
(24)	 Fahrer 
fahr•
	
	 -er
1
Nom
nut.1
/VV
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The question as to whether the Fahrer has a reading of
simple activity performed at a certain time and place or
has a reading of habitual activity as a profession should
be answered through the derivational process of the trans-
lation of Fahrer. Let us try to derive the translation of
Fahrer:
(25) 1 fahr-	 Ax [fahr # (x).]
	
° .3ys fi(y s x° ) A
fahr'(ys)j
2 er	 AP XI. [PI ri A slrii
3 Fahrer	 LP1x4 A S	 (A kx° Sys
x[R(y	 0 ),	 fahr'(ys)J)
Xr[3 Y8 t R(Ys, r) A	 fahr'Cys)]
The translation of Fahrer in (25) 3 refers to some set of
agent individuals such that some stage realization of each
agent individual represents the simple activity performed
at a special time and place. Let us continue with the deri-
vation of (15)(a):
(25) 4 der Fahrer	 A.Qa
fahr(
5 der Fahrer fahrt nicht
" [ 3 [ R (v s , q) A
)] A Stql3 A
Lq 1. 3e [ R (y s , q) A
fahr 1 (y ) A
	 A	 fahr"(ys)
(derivation reduced)
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The translation of (15)(a) which is represented with (25) 5
indicates a logical contradition, i.e., fahe (v s ) A fahe(ys).
To this translation corresponds roughly the meaning of (15)(c).
Therefore the -er word formation Fahrer in which the meaning
of situative activity is incorporated cannot be used in the.
context of (15)(a). If the sentence in (15)(a)should be
accepted as a grammatical sentence, we must not derive the
Fahrer from the meaning of situational activity but from the
meaning of habitual activity. The whole derivational process
must be changed as follows:
(26) 1 fahr.	 [ ?she (x )]
fahr	 Hab(A 1xs fah? (x	 (habitual acti-
vity)
3 er	 XP Xr [P{r} A shill
Fahrer --+ Xr [flab( fahrs S)] )(r)	 strU
(26) 4 indicates the translation of Fahrer in which the
habitual activity of fahren is incorporated. We derive now
the whole sentence of (15)(a) as follows:
(26) 5 fahrt nicht ---	 3y s R(v. x°)) /V	 fahr' (ys).]
(only narrow scope reading of nicht 
is considered)
der Fahrer
	 A. Cl a LEI Diab( T )Lx [fahr'(xs)])(r)
Si	 A Qirn
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7 der Fahrer fahrt nicht --+ LEI EHab( A )Lxs [fahr'(x
(x s )])(r) A S l r A 4Y 5 fli(y s , q) A
fahr'(y8)3)
The translation in (26) roughly corresponds to the meaning
of (15)(b). In this translation also the habitual activity
of fahren as a profession is expressed with a generic opera-
tor Hab and with an intensional context as its argument.
....011111n11..
Therefore the logical contradiction revealed in the trans-
lation of (25)(5) doesn't arise in this case. By means of
exactly the same derivational process; we are now able to
explain the derivational constraints on numerous -er word
formations which derive themselves from intransitive verbs
and involves the ambiguity of simple and habitual activity
performed by agent individuals.
Up to now we have treated only the -er word formations
of the noun-derived noun constructions and of the derived
noun constructions (i.e., the complex -er wordformations
and Simplizia), which reveal the ambiguity of a simple
and habitual activity. There are, however, a large number
of very productive -er word formations which are combined
with attributive nominal phrases and which indicate only
a simple activity performed at a certain time and place.
Examples of such -er word formations are
(27) Empfanger des Briefes, Trager des Gepticks, Erfor-
scher der r Sprache, Fahrer des Autos, Schmeichler
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des Lehrers, Laser des Buches, Putzer des Fensters,
Teilnehmer an der Versammlung, etc.
The attributive nominalphrases such as des Briefes, des
Gepacks, der Sprache, etc. are the objects of base verbs
and are understood as having existential readings. I
assume that this kind of -er word formations involve simple
events or happenings in a special time and place. There-
fore they can not be used in the following contexts:
(28)(a) *Der Trager des Gepacks tragt des Gepack nicht.
(b) *Der Empfanger des Briefes empfangt den Brief nicht.
(c) *Der Erforscher der Sprache erforscht die Sprache
nicht.
If, however, the -er word formations with attributive noun
phrases are combined with object-level predicates, they are
quite acceptable. The following examples prove this fact:
(29)(a) Der Trager des Gepack ist ein fleiBiger Karl.
(b) Der Empfanger des Briefes kennt den Absender
des Briefes nicht.
(c) Der Erforscher der Sprache ist der ehmalige
Rektor unserer Universitat.
I will show the logical contradition of the meaning of (28)(a)
as an example. Look at the following syntactic derivation
of Trager des Gepacks:
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Nom o
des Geoacks
Nomn-1 /Nomn
(30)	 Trager des GefAcks 
trag 
2V
-er
Nomn-1 /Vn
das Gepack 
The translation of Trager des Gepacks into the language of.
intensional logic which corresponds to the syntactic deri-
vation of (30) looks like as follows:4
(31) 1 Trager des Gepacks	 3zs jw s ER(ws , r) A
Sri A Gep5ck'(x°) A R(z s x°) A
trag F (ws , zs)]
(derivation reduced)
Let us try to derive a term expression from (30):
(31) 2 Der Trager des Gepacks
	 itPa 2IQ a Lq
pa ici f A Q.5 {q}3 (A kr 3z 5Lx	 .3Ws
LE/W s , r) A Strl A Gepack s (x cl ) A
R(z s , x°) A trags (ws , z5).])
4Q, Lq Lx° 3 z s
 3 w sER(w s , to A
Gepack'(x°) A R(z 5 , x°) A trag i (w s , zs
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We are now in a position to derive the translation of
(28)(a):
(31) 3 Der Trager des Gepacks tragt das Gepack nicht
.1•11110•11131.
	 iq tx o 3z s 	ws [R(ws , q)	 A	 Gepack'(x°)
R(z , x0 ) A	 traq i (w , zs)	 A
• • • • • • • • • •
,trag'(us , zs)]
.• • ••• • •••••••
The result of the translation for (28)(a) is a logical con-
tradiction which is indicated over the dotted line in (31) 3.
In this paper I attempted to describe derivational con-
straints of -er word formations. The suffix -er changes
the set of stage-level entities or the object-level entities
denoting verb-noun constructions into the set of entities
of agent individuals. A special operator Hab(ituell)
controls then the combinations of the' -er word formations
with articles, adjectives and predicate parts of sentences.
The habitual activities classified as categories of profession,
habit, and hobby serve as very important factors in compound
formation with the suffix -er. The question as to whether -er
word formations have a reading of habitual activity performed
at a certain time and place is answered in this paper through
the derivational process of translation (in the frame work
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of Montague's theory). 8y way of this derivational process
a number of complicated semantic derivational constraints
can be explained.
In my future work I am going to attempt at an explanation
of -ung word formations in a similar way that I treated
-er word formations.
Notes
1. Compare this Aktionsart of German verbs with at of
R. Bartsch (1981).
2. In order to derive a kind noun from the corresponding
object noun I use the lexical rule of Carlson (1977):
If e& E p
	 then F
m
	) 6 P CN' whereCN'
	
Fm	 =	 CN•
This rule takes any common noun to a kind noun. However,
thereby happens no semantic effects.
3. The (SR-1) and the (TR-1) in this paper are based on
the two rules of categorial syntax of R. Bartsch (1979):
(S1) If	 is a vn (n-place verb) with the set of n term-
places K, i 14, and if o' is a I (term), then
oe, ix	 n
	
pi) is a U -/ with the set of term-	 sacepl 
(T1) If oOis the translation of of as a	 and
,.•
..• xm	 (x •, x ) with n places,9 m
the translation of le' as a Vn , then the translation
of (c(', i)(	 ) is
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000 1 	 xm6,44()Lxi(r(xj, 
with x'as the variable that precedes x and gx
as the variable that follows x..1
4. The syntactic rule for the derivation of genitive
attribute from a term expression looks like:
If ate PT' then F m (04 ) g PNomn-1/Nomn, where Fm SO 21
040.,2> i.e., ex is composed of genitive article and
common noun. There is however, • no semantic effect con-
cerning the derivation of the genitive attributes from
a term expression.
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